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ABSTRACT

1

Should you decide to launch a nano-satellite today in Low-Earth
Orbit (LEO), the cost of renting ground station communication
infrastructure is likely to significantly exceed your launch costs.
While space launch costs have lowered significantly with innovative
launch vehicles, private players, and smaller payloads, access to
ground infrastructure remains a luxury. This is especially true for
smaller LEO satellites that are only visible at any location for a
few tens of minutes a day and whose signals are extremely weak,
necessitating bulky and expensive ground station infrastructure.
In this paper, we present a community-driven distributed reception paradigm for LEO satellite signals where signals received on
many tiny handheld receivers (not necessarily deployed on rooftops
but also indoors) are coherently combined to recover the desired
signal. This is made possible by employing new synchronization
and receiver orientation techniques that study satellite trajectories
and leverage the presence of other ambient signals. We compare
our results with a large commercial receiver deployed on a rooftop
and show a 8 dB SNR increase both indoors and outdoors using 8
receivers, costing $38 per RF frontend.

Today, if you launch a small satellite in space, you are likely able
to communicate with it from the ground station only for about
ten minutes per day [4, 5, 58]. Further and perhaps paradoxically,
the rent one pays on today’s satellite ground stations [6, 38, 85]
for every minute of access could quickly add up to rival the actual
launch costs of a small satellite (with recent nano-satellites costing
as little as $2000 to launch). Building or buying your own base
station – including the few existing open-source designs – is an
even larger investment [71, 89, 95]. These cost and communication
bottlenecks mean that very little useful data can be retrieved from
small satellites – often less than a few hundred kilobytes per day.
More problematically, should the nanosatellite be unresponsive
over the ten minute window or miss sending relevant data, an
entire day’s worth of data is lost. Given that many small satellite
missions are only designed to last a few months [52] with mechanical or radiation-related failures being a constant threat, every day’s
data is precious. In other words, wireless communication to the
ground remains the key bottleneck in ensuring the success of the
small satellite revolution – and a problem that we in the MobiCom
community are best suited to address.
There have been several admirable efforts that have sought to
reduce or open source ground station infrastructure. Amazon’s
AWS ground stations [7], Stellarstation [2] and Planet Labs [69]
are recent efforts that allow users to rent time on base stations at
extremely fine granularity, providing cost savings. Various open
source implementations, e.g., Satnogs [30] have built frameworks
that simplify deploying your own base station. However, across
these efforts a fundamental challenge remains – the cost of individual base stations is high [71, 89, 95], and these need to be placed
in optimal pre-surveyed locations (e.g., rooftops) with significant
installation and maintenance cost – both of which limit the scale
and add to the cost of the network.
In this paper, we take the first steps towards addressing this
problem by building Quasar, a satellite ground station that costs a
few tens of dollars and can be placed anywhere (including indoors).
Our system is designed so that while each single base station is
unlikely to pick up even the strongest satellite signal, teams of
wimpy base stations can collectively pool their data at the cloud to
coherently combine and decode them. While there is rich literature
on distributed coherent combining in wireless LANs, cellular networks, low-power IoT and even radio observatories [19], we believe
the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite context and our per-base station
price point brings forth unique system design challenges that we
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address. We implemented and evaluated our system by distributing
Quasar’s inexpensive ground stations over a large U.S. city and
obtained a distributed image of the city (and surrounding regions)
captured from LEO satellites overhead in space that was not decodable (or even detectable) individually at any single ground station.
Our satellite hardware system design will be made fully open source
and has an associated online portal for contributing satellite data
to create the framework for a community-driven satellite ground
infrastructure.
The rest of this paper describes our solutions to the key-challenges
in building a low-cost and distributed community-run satellite
ground station infrastructure. We focus on three specific challenges:
(1) Low-Cost vs. Synchronization of Base Stations: To perform
coherent combining accurately, ground stations must be perfectly
synchronized in time, frequency and phase. Yet, precise and accurate clocks to synchronize base stations are expensive and often require deployment outdoors (e.g., GPS clocks, roof rent), which goes
against Quasar’s accessible spirit and low-cost approach. Quasar
addresses this challenge by using signals-of-opportunity from unrelated ground devices like amateur radio towers as effective beacons
to synchronize distributed ground stations. We further show how
we can use the known trajectory and velocity of satellites over time
to account for Doppler shifts in frequency.
(2) Guidelines for Antenna Deployment: An important drawback of being able to deploy a node in any environment is significant signal attenuation, particularly in dense urban and indoor
settings. Indeed, this is precisely why satellite ground station sites
are typically chosen to ensure a clean line-of-sight path to satellites
overhead. Quasar addresses this challenge by providing general
guidelines on optimal indoor placement and orientation of nodes
and their antennas, accounting for factors including cardinal directions, elevation, and proximity to adjacent surfaces using observations of trajectory and measured attenuation from satellite
reception in different indoor scenarios.
(3) Noise Resilience vs. Limited Backhaul: To be truly resilient
to noise, one would have to coherently combine signals from as
many ground stations as possible – including those where signals are deeply buried under noise to the point of not even being
detected. Yet, this means that ground stations would have to constantly stream all received signals to the base stations, even if they
appear like complete noise. This is a significant strain on uplink
bandwidth (particularly when this uplink is home broadband) and
can disincentivize system adoption through a community-driven
approach. To mitigate this challenge, Quasar uses the known trajectory of satellites as well as cues from ground stations that do
receive less noisy versions of the satellite’s signal to decide, which
of noisy received signals to push to the cloud, while other more
noisy receptions can be locally discarded. We show that the resulting approach requires a very modest fraction of the total uplink
bandwidth in a typical home broadband connection.
We implement and evaluate Quasar on an RTL-SDR (costing
$25) that can be connected to a Raspberry PI or the user’s laptop.
These are connected to EXS136SMI Laird technologies antennas
[28] allowing for a form factor of 9.95 by 1.20 centimeters and not
requiring specialized installation. The Quasar toolkit is developed
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in Matlab and Python with an associated visualization tool available via a web portal designed using ReactJS. All source code and
hardware designs developed through this project have been made
open source to encourage community adoption and can be accessed
at https://www.witechlab.com/quasar.html. Our results reveal the
following:
• Quasar achieves an SNR gain of 8 dB by aggregating signals
at 8 ground stations, compared to the signals at individual
ground stations.
• Quasar conserves backhaul bandwidth by 33% at the average
user-deployed ground station by predicting when they need
to relay data up-stream.
• Quasar achieves an average structural similarity index of 0.85
outdoors and 0.74 indoors in recovering weather satellite
images using 8 ground stations; an improvement from 0.52
and 0.35 respectively, for a single ground station
Contributions: This paper’s technical contributions are:
• The design of an open-source, distributed and communitydriven satellite ground infrastructure that effectively decodes
LEO satellite signals from individually low-cost gateways
that can be deployed anywhere.
• An approach to perform efficient synchronization, configuration and coherent combining of signals from low-cost
gateways to recover signals individually undecodable at any
single gateway.
• An end-to-end system evaluation demonstrating efficient
satellite data decoding, with minimal strain on backhaul
bandwidth.

2

RELATED WORK

Satellite Ground Infrastructure: Satellite signal access and specialized ground stations have been well studied since the time
the first satellites were sent to space. Different designs have been
explored based on specific applications [29, 54]. Prior work has
also explored receive beamforming using large arrays with applications to radio astronomy [16, 39, 46] – different from our work.
Recently, many non-government entities, e.g., universities, launching their own satellites and subsequently building a ground station [1, 21, 82], ranging about $6000-10000 and countless volunteer
student hours, or creating networks of receivers that have limited
participation [50, 75, 78]. This effort and cost has limited the deployment of ground stations to only a few amateur radio enthusiasts
who are willing to deploy huge antennas on their rooftops.
Recently there has been increasing interest in both academia [77,
90] and industry [2, 7, 55, 68, 69, 86] to design ground station network from which users can simultaneously access multi-satellite
data using a subscription model. While these efforts have improved
satellite data access by reducing latency using innovations in the
cloud and ground station network, we differ in our approach where
we try to receive single satellite data using distributed receivers.
SatNogs[30] allows users to schedule receptions after deploying
one’s own ground stations as well as access to processed data from
other users; however, it doesn’t provide raw I/Q samples for processing. There have been many efforts towards miniaturizing parts
of the ground station hardware [49, 66, 74, 76]. These works reduce
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15 LEO satellites to form a constellation that can cover the earth,
compared to only 3 in MEO [15] (e.g. GPS). That is, a LEO satellite
covers about 34 million sq.km. or approximately 7% of the Earth’s
total surface area. While governments, defense forces and large
enterprises can afford to rent or install base stations that span the
Earth for LEO, this becomes an expensive proposition for hobbyists,
educational institutions or small firms launching cubesats.

Figure 1: LEO satellites (a) operate in low altitudes and hence
offer only a small angular view of the Earth, and (b) operate
in polar orbits and complete one rotation in just 100 min.
the cost by innovating on the SDR or rotator front, but size of antenna and space required still remains the bottleneck. We strive
to fill a gap in this space: cheaper receivers that do not require
roof access and whose data can be shared among users. We argue
that providing this will lower the barrier of entry to satellite receivers and encourage wider spread networks of ground stations,
particularly in under-served geographical regions.
Satellites in Mobile Computing: In the mobile computing context, we’ve seen a budding interest in space, for applications including lower-power GPS solutions for ground and satellites [14, 57, 60],
planetary network testbeds [10], and to supplement other sensing
modalities [12, 51] as well as recent surge in interest in enabling
satellite Internet [20, 37, 87] and satellite IoT [23, 63]. Since latency,
bandwidth and inter-satellite links are the bottlenecks in enabling
satellite internet, initial proposals in [13, 23, 36] have tried to suggest some approaches to overcome these. We distinguish ourselves
from this body of work in that we are focused on applying mobile
computing concepts to ground stations for LEO satellites.
Coherent combining in Wireless Networks: Enabling synchronous reception for wireless distributed systems have also been
extensively studied [17, 26, 32, 53, 62, 79, 84] showing promising
techniques for enhancing communication as well as sensing performance. Coherent combining has also been integral to varied
wireless systems for enhanced communication [26, 32, 33, 70, 83],
location tracking [31, 43, 44, 61, 92] and sensing applications [22, 31,
42, 99, 100]. Designs for synchronization of low cost receivers using
GPS and custom hardware [3, 25, 35, 45, 48] have been studied,
but we aim to reduce the complexity of the receiver by not adding
additional hardware which goes against the spirit of our system.
Coherent combining has also been used for enabling optical communication [11, 34]. In contrast to this body of work, our objective
is to build on this work in the LEO satellite context.

3

PRIMER & MOTIVATION

In this section, we describe briefly why satellite base station infrastructure is expensive, particularly for LEO small satellites. We
note that we focus on LEO satellites because they offer the cheapest launch costs for nano-satellites and form the vast majority of
satellites launched by small players (hobbyists, schools,etc.).
LEO satellites offer a small angular view of the Earth: This
is due to their proximity to the Earth – typically a few hundred kilometers away from its surface [4, 5, 97](about 160 - 2000 km). While
orbital parameters vary, this means that it takes approximately

LEO satellites are only overhead for a short time: A second
related challenge that LEO satellites face is that they are visible
over any given geographical location only for about a few tens of
minutes per day [4, 5, 58, 97]. This is both due to the small angular
view of the satellites as explained above and their high speeds – they
revolve around the Earth in about 60-100 minutes typically. Note
that orbital parameters vary every revolution around the Earth, so
they often do not visit the same location of the Earth more than
a few times a day. This means that should a satellite data not be
received for any reason (e.g. faults) over these time windows, all
data for the day is completely lost. Unfortunately, most hobbyists
rent ground stations at a very small number of locations (typically
just one [6, 38, 85]), due to high rent costs.
Nano-Satellites live short lives: The life of a nano-satellite is
notoriously hard to predict given that it can be knocked offline
due to multiple reasons such as radiation-related failure, battery
failure or orbital decay. On aggregate however, small satellites live
much shorter lives than large satellites at LEO (e.g. the International
Space Station), given that satellite weight directly influences orbital
decay. It is common for cubesats to last as little as days to as long
as few years, but most typically a few months [52]. This means
that most hobbyists only obtain about few tens to a few hundreds
of days worth of communication traces from a cubesat before it
goes offline. This makes it all the more critical to lower the cost and
availability of satellite-to-ground communication links – there are
only so many chances one gets to communicate before a satellite
goes offline, and exactly when this might happen is hard to predict.

4

QUASAR DESIGN AND CHALLENGES

In this section, we discuss why we chose our particular design of
coherent combining across low-cost ground stations. We follow up
by explaining the research challenges in designing such a system
and present an outline for the rest of the paper.

4.1

Design – Why Coherent Combining?

Quasar’s approach to lower the cost of access to space places lowcost gateways that cost a few tens of dollars indoors or outdoors. We
envision a community-operated design where satellite enthusiasts
can place inexpensive receivers, wherever they have space available
within their homes, with guidelines provided on what locations
will be optimal. Signals from these gateways are then coherently
combined at the cloud to recover weak signals that may not be
individually recoverable at any single gateway.
Why not engineer cheaper ground stations? One might wonder why we opted for the coherent combining approach rather
than geo-replicating existing ground station technology or engineer cheaper ground station hardware. Our choice stems from the
fact that a major bottleneck in the cost of ground stations today
is installation [71, 89, 94, 95]. Today, satellite ground stations are
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Figure 2: System Overview: Quasar comprises of: (1) Synchronizing Receivers (2) Guidelines for placement of receivers (3) Coherent Combining in the cloud
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Figure 3: Overlap between LEO satellites and Amateur radio
towers and repeaters in Pittsburgh city.

5
bulky and deployed on specially chosen locations, typically on
rooftops or hills. Installing a new base station at a carefully chosen
location incurs a cost that might often rival hardware components.
Our choice: Instead, our approach opts for the opposite “deploy
where you can” approach, allowing receivers to be placed indoors
or outdoors and relies on inexpensive hardware with a small form
factor. The result is significant improvements in ease of deployment,
with the flip side being that the ground stations are unlikely to
receive strong satellite signals. We address this problem through
coherent combining – adding up weak receptions across ground
stations that are geo-distributed to recover the satellite’s signal.

4.2

Challenges and System Outline

The rest of this paper discusses three key challenges in Quasar’s
design. We illustrate how each of these challenges interplay to
contribute to Quasar’s architecture in Fig. 2.
Low-Cost Synchronization: Given that our ground stations are
inexpensive and often indoors, they lack the ability to natively
receive time, frequency and phase synchronized signals across
geo-distributed receiving devices. Sec. 5 discusses our approach to
address this challenge that relies on signals-of-opportunity from
other ground devices (e.g. Amateur Radio devices) to synchronize.
Optimal Ground Station Placement: While our system allows
for ground stations to be deployed indoors or outdoors, we provide
general guidelines to satellite enthusiasts on where ground stations
should be deployed for optimal performance. Sec. 6 describes our
analytical and data-driven approach.
Minimizing Strain on Backhaul: Having collected synchronized
signals from distributed ground stations, we now need to collect
satellite receptions without overwhelming backhaul bandwidths of
home broadband connections. Sec. 7 discusses our approach to do
this and to perform coherent combining effectively at the cloud.
We note that these techniques and engineering guidelines are
designed keeping in mind the unique challenges in the context of
distributed satellite reception while ensuring that the system can
scale seamlessly with increasing number of satellites and users.

SYNCHRONIZATION

Coherent combining is essentially adding signals in a phase-coherent
manner across multiple receiving ground stations to boost signal to
noise ratio. This is why synchronizing distributed receivers is a key
component of any coherent combining system. The need for this is
further accentuated in our context because our system comprises
several inexpensive radios serving as ground stations. Owing to
the low cost of these radios, their hardware components are not
designed to provide frequency stability for a long time [73] – particularly the long reception times of ten minutes, which is typical
for Low Earth Orbit satellites. Moreover, because our radios are
distributed over a wide geographical area, techniques that involve
sharing a frequency stable clock are not a viable solution. To add
to this, many of our radios are deployed indoors with weak or no
access to popular time and frequency sharing systems like GPS.
In addition to these factors, there are certain challenges unique
to the LEO satellite receiver context that makes the use of prior
distributed receiver system techniques ineffective. We need to keep
in mind that unlike most ground-based distributed systems, (1) the
transmitter in the case of LEO satellites is almost never under the
control of the users (except for the entity or organization owning
the satellite). This means that receivers deployed on ground by
general public cannot control and coordinate with satellite transmitters to aid synchronization by incorporating smart preamble
design, Forward Error Correction, etc. (2) The high orbital speed
of LEO satellites introduces frequency offsets called Doppler shifts
of greater magnitude than seen in ground based systems. (3) The
signals received from satellites are extremely weak due to the high
path loss incurred across 1000s of kilometer separation. Therefore,
traditional WiFi inspired phase-based synchronization techniques
will not work because the phase of the received signal itself is noisy
due to low SNR. An important difference here from GPS signals is
that we target generic LEO satellites whose transmit signals might
not be designed specifically for synchronization and localization.
Keeping these factors in mind, the design of our distributed
receiver system should be such that it works without tweaking the
satellite signals, can work even in low SNR scenarios and finally,
should not impose additional burden on the users. In designing a
solution to operate with these constraints, one can intuitively think
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of using beacon systems akin to GPS which can provide strong
signals indoors to lock on to. We note that many satellites today
including Earth observation, weather monitoring, amateur and
educational satellites operate in or near amateur radio bands in
VHF (144-148 MHz) and UHF (420-450 MHz) amateur frequency
bands [8, 59, 64]. Fig. 3 plots the LEO satellites [91] and Amateur
radio stations operating in the VHF and UHF bands in Pittsburgh
city region[18, 47]. It can be seen that the operating frequencies of
satellite and amateur radio stations significantly overlap in the VHF
band and lie in close proximity in the UHF band. Because of their
low frequency of operation, amateur radio signals can travel long
distances and be received indoors. Given their proximity to many
LEO satellites’ frequency of operation, it is lucrative to use these
signals for synchronization inspired by other systems which use
separate transmitters for synchronization in MIMO [79] context.
We refer to these signals as signals of opportunity. The advantage of
using signals of opportunity is that they are already available, thus
preventing the need to use additional resources by the users for
synchronization. In areas where these amateur radio signals are not
available, we propose one of the users to produce an artificial signal
of opportunity by installing a transmitter to serve the vicinity. When
the received SNR is not poor, we can use preamble and frequency
synchronization headers from the received satellite packet itself.

5.1

An Analysis of Hardware Offsets

Before describing our techniques in detail, let us first understand
the different offsets which need to be synchronized especially in
our context. To characterize these offsets succinctly, we develop a
narrow band signal model as follows. Consider a receiver labelled as
𝑖. These receivers suffer three broad classes of offsets: (1) Frequency
Offsets: when their carrier frequency (𝑓𝑖 ) is offset from that of the
satellite (𝑓 ); (2) Phase Offsets: when the locking of their phase locked
loops result in a phase (𝜙𝑖 ) that is offset from the satellite (𝜙𝑠 ); and
(3) Sampling Frequency Offsets: when their sampling frequency (𝑡𝑖 )
is offset from the satellite (𝑡𝑠 ).
A challenge unique to satellites is introduced by the high orbital
velocities of LEO satellites. Their motion causes significant Doppler
shift (𝑓𝑑𝑖 ) which can reach around 500-1000 Hz for a minute of
reception. Mathematically, our channel model can be written as:
ℎ𝑠→𝑖 = ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 𝑒 𝑗 (2𝜋 𝑓 (𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑠 )+2𝜋 (𝑓𝑖 +𝑓𝑑𝑖 −𝑓 )𝑡 +(𝜙𝑖 −𝜙𝑠 ))

(1)

Where ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 is the true wireless channel in the absence of any
hardware offsets and ℎ𝑠→𝑖 is the measured wireless channel. The
remainder of this section describes two solutions to nullify these
offsets. Remember, our goal is to synchronize different receivers
with each other, not necessarily synchronize each receiver to the
transmitter. We use this approach in our solution using signals of
opportunity. In the absence of any such signals, we synchronize
each receiver to the transmitting satellite.

5.2

Using Signals of Opportunity

While receiving satellite signals, radios inevitably simultaneously
listen to any signal of opportunity that falls within their bandwidth.
As described earlier, the decision to use signals of opportunity for
synchronization is driven by the following two factors: (1) lack of
control of satellite transmitters and low SNR of received signals,
and (2) overlap of satellite transmissions with amateur radio bands.
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Figure 4: Quasar uses signals from nearby amateur bands opportunistically to synchronize different satellite receivers.
Our approach is to leverage channel measurements from frequency
bands corresponding to the satellite and the signal of opportunity.
Using these measurements, we synthesize an effective channel
between each pair of receivers that is free of all time varying offsets
as follows.
First, we deal with Doppler shifts using local measurements at
each receiver. Each receiver experiences a different Doppler shift
based on its geographical position and the satellite trajectory under
consideration. Simplified Perturbation Models [40] - called SGP4 model satellite trajectory mathematically and report Doppler velocities for a satellite with respect to a point on Earth at any time.
Using the Doppler shift values from the SGP4 model, we can nullify the effect of Doppler for 𝑖 th receiver by multiplying measured
ˆ
ℎ𝑠→𝑖 with 𝑒 −𝑗2𝜋 𝑓𝑑𝑖 𝑡 , where 𝑓ˆ𝑑𝑖 is the Doppler shift predicted by
the model.[24, 67, 80, 96] report the accuracy of the SGP4 model
for orbit determination with errors of the order of 1 km. However,
Doppler shift for any satellite is calculated using the rate of change
of relative range of satellite from earth based receiver (also called
the range rate). Despite the large error in position, the error in
range rate is not high due to the slow growth in position error over
time, resulting in less than 150 Hz average doppler shift prediction
error for VHF and UHF bands [98]. This error in Doppler estimation results in a small value of frequency offset that can be easily
accounted for using phase correction on per packet basis using the
preamble. Let the Doppler free channel after this be ℎ˜𝑠→𝑖 .
To remove other offsets, we make use of measurements from a
signal of opportunity. Similar to Equation 1, the channel from a
signal of opportunity involves all the offsets other than Doppler.
We consider the case when the center frequency of signals of opportunity is (𝑓𝑜 ) and that of satellite (𝑓 ).Based on our model for the
hardware offsets in Sec. 5.1 above, the channel model for receiving
a signal of opportunity at the 𝑖 th receiver is:
ℎ𝑜→𝑖 = ℎˆ𝑜→𝑖 𝑒 𝑗 (𝜃𝑜→𝑖 +2𝜋 𝑓𝑜 (𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑜 )+2𝜋 (𝑓𝑖 −𝑓𝑜 )𝑡 +(𝜙𝑖 −𝜙𝑜 ))

(2)

Our synchronization objective at this point can simply be thought
of as removing, step by step, the various offset terms and obtaining
a value that is only dependent on the ℎˆ terms. To do so, we realize
that we can synchronize each pair of receivers (𝑖, 𝑘) at any time.
As a starting point, we first subtract channel phases of 𝑖 and 𝑘
˜ 𝑠→𝑘
for satellite and signal of opportunity separately using ℎ˜𝑠→𝑖 ℎ*
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and ℎ𝑜→𝑖 ℎ*𝑜→𝑘 respectively. The idea here is to remove offset
terms that correspond to the satellite and the source of the signal
of opportunity individually that inherently appear in a similar
fashion across both receivers from the same source. These terms
individually compute to:
˜ 𝑠→𝑘 = ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 ℎ*
ˆ 𝑠→𝑘 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋 𝑓 (𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑘 )+2𝜋 (𝑓𝑖 −𝑓𝑘 )𝑡 +𝜙𝑖 −𝜙𝑘
ℎ˜𝑠→𝑖 ℎ*
˜ 𝑜→𝑘 = ℎˆ𝑜→𝑖 ℎ*
ˆ 𝑜→𝑘 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋 𝑓𝑜 (𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑘 )+2𝜋 (𝑓𝑖 −𝑓𝑘 )𝑡 +𝜙𝑖 −𝜙𝑘
ℎ˜𝑜→𝑖 ℎ*

(3)

(.)* denotes complex conjugate. It is easy to see that the above
two terms can be broken down into two components – offset freechannels (indicated by the ℎˆ terms) and hardware-offset related
phases. Fortunately, the hardware-offset related terms are identical
except for the center frequency of the satellite and the signal of
opportunity transmitter, which tells us that we can get rid of most
of them by dividing these two terms or equivalently, subtracting
their phases as shown below:
˜ 𝑠→𝑘 ℎ*𝑜→𝑖 ℎ𝑜→𝑘
ℎ𝑖𝑘 = ℎ˜𝑠→𝑖 ℎ*

(4)

The resulting term that we call ℎ𝑖𝑘 is free of frequency and phase
offsets of between receivers 𝑖 and 𝑘 but has a remaining phase offset
term 2𝜋 (𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 ) (𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑘 ) as shown below:
ˆ 𝑠→𝑘 ℎ*
ˆ 𝑜→𝑖 ℎˆ𝑜→𝑘 𝑒 𝑗2𝜋 (𝑓 −𝑓𝑜 ) (𝑡𝑖 −𝑡𝑘 )
ℎ𝑖𝑘 = ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 ℎ*

(5)

This term characterizes the frequency offset between the satellite
and signal of opportunities transmitter as seen at the receivers 𝑖
and 𝑘, arising due to different operating frequencies. Since both the
satellite and signal of opportunity are not under the user’s control,
traditional distributed MIMO [72] and cellular[79] approaches cannot be used where the reference base station(in this case the signal
of opportunity) transmits for a very short interval just before client
transmission( in this case the satellite) on the same frequency to
estimate the phase and cancel the additional offset term.
To remove this offset, we need to estimate the phase of the channel at each receiver at the same time and frequency. Inspired by [32],
we extrapolate the averaged phase of the satellite and the signal of
opportunity channel using piecewise cubic spline extrapolation to
estimate the phase difference at the guardband between the two frequencies at each receiver. The difference in the extrapolated phase
at the guardband corresponds to the term 2𝜋 (𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 )𝑡𝑖 for receiver
𝑖. The same process is repeated for receiver 𝑘 and the difference
of the 2 terms accounts for the additional term 2𝜋 (𝑓 − 𝑓𝑜 )(𝑡𝑖 − 𝑡𝑘 ).
Extrapolation works because the (1) Doppler spread leading to the
fast fading channel is already accounted for using the satellite’s
trajectory in Doppler correction step and (2) similar narrowband
transmission characteristics between satellite and LP-WANS[32]
in the VHF and UHF bands. We note that the above formulation
completely accounts for satellite signal channels(captured within
the ℎˆ terms) as well as all hardware-related offsets. This approach
also extends to any pair of receivers and can be replicated prior to
coherent combination (described in Sec. 7).

5.3

Synchronization Using Satellite Signal

In the absence of signals of opportunity, we make use of the preamble and frequency synchronization markers which are already
present in satellite packets. Unlike the previous approach, here we
are synchronizing each receiver to the transmitted satellite signal.
This approach requires that the signal strength of the received

Figure 5: SNR gain achieved using Signals of Opportunity (SOP) vs Preamble for synchronization.
satellite packet be sufficiently high so that the preamble can be
detected as well as the phase of the signal in time and frequency is
recoverable. We note that in low SNR scenarios there are situations
when the data in the packet is undecodable, even if the preamble is
detectable. This is because the preambles are long and structured
sequences that can be detected at lower SNRs with correlation compared to data payload which can be random and buried under noise.
This results in incorrect phase estimation for frequency and timing
synchronization. Hence, a minimum SNR is needed to ensure synchronization with satellite signals. In cases where the individual
SNR is low, our only option is to leverage signals of opportunity as
in Sec. 5.2 above, while our approach in this section addresses the
other cases where the SNR is above a minimum threshold.
With the received signal, our objective is to identify the different
offsets in Equation 1. The carrier frequency offset and the Doppler
shift manifest as a single term that linearly change the slope of
the phase over time. By estimating the slope, the sum of these two
terms is estimated. Similarly, the sampling frequency offset creates
a slope over frequency when the signal is viewed in the frequency
domain. Estimating slope in the frequency domain, we get the
sampling frequency offset. Other offsets such as phase offsets, do
not evolve over time and can be estimated using a simple one tap
equalizer. Fig.5 compares the analytical SNR gain of the system
after coherent combination (Sec.7.1) using the two synchronization
methods described in Sec.5.2 and Sec.5.3 for 6 receivers at different
minimum individual SNRs by decreasing the magnitude of AWGN
noise in satellite signal. It can be seen that both the methods show
similar trends in SNR gain, however, the method using signals of
opportunity starts yielding gains at lower received SNR because it
is less susceptible to errors in phase of satellite signal.

6

GUIDELINES FOR ANTENNA PLACEMENT

Flexibility in placement of ground stations is critical for adoption
of Quasar. A significant barrier to entry for deploying a base station
for the average consumer, beyond just expense, is access to a roof.
Quasar allows deploying base stations at a much lower cost inside
the home. When considering optimal placement of base stations in
an environment, users should consider the following observations:
Orbital Parameters: Many LEO satellites are in polar orbits, to
support coverage of the earth for applications like providing internet or monitoring weather. CubeSats are also often deployed from
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Figure 7: SNR over a satellite pass for different indoor antenna angles. Note the vertically oriented antenna works
better in the beginning, when the satellite is near the horizon, and the horizontal antenna works better in the middle,
when the satellite is overhead.
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Figure 6: 100 satellite passes of 10 LEO satellites, showing (A)
Azimuth Angles with local maxima at 0, 360 degrees (North)
and 180 degrees (South). (B) Elevation angles primarily near
the horizon (close to 0 degrees)
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the International Space Station, at an orbital inclination of 51.64◦ .
In practice, we see from the ground that most satellites pass roughly
from north to south or south to north, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Furthermore, most buildings are rectangular and coarsely align with
the cardinal directions. Thus, for the typical case, a base station
deployment could be selected based on system requirements: East
or West for fewer, more complete passes, or North or South for
more, less complete passes.
Antenna Behavior: The monopole antennas we use (Laird EXS136)
are vertically polarized duck antennas, as they co-optimize low cost
and small form factor ( 4 in) even at meter-scale wavelengths. Duck
antennas are omnidirectional and propagate roughly in a toroid,
and thus are most receptive of signals near the horizon when they
are vertically oriented and most receptive of signals overhead when
they are horizontally oriented. As most satellite passes are relatively
near the horizon as seen in 6(b), we recommend vertically orienting
antennas within the home for typical usage.
We show SNR across time for a very good trajectory for three
antenna directions in Fig. 7. The vertical antenna performs better
in the beginning while the satellite is near the horizon, and the
horizontal antenna performs better in the middle when the satellite is overhead, supporting our hypothesis. We note our antenna
oriented at 45◦ performs poorly over the duration of the trace,
which we surmise is due to reflectors, polarizers, and diffractors in
the environment (e.g. buildings), which are typically built at right
angles.
Obstructions: Obstructions to indoor settings can be quite problematic. Since wavelengths for LEO satellites are usually quite large
(on the order of meters), they can typically propagate through most
building materials. However, some building materials have quite
a high permittivity and can result in significant attenuation, particularly moist masonry, which can attenuate a signal up to 26x
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Figure 8: SNR over a satellite pass from windows at different
indoor elevations. Note that the second and third floors behave comparably well, but the first floor suffers because of
nearby ground obstructions.
as much as a vacuum [56]. RF waves cannot propagate through
metal, either, so received signals might be poor near window frames
and doors. Environmental factors such as leaves may attenuate the
received signal as well, particularly after a rain.
Floor: Conventional wisdom for antenna deployment recommends
deploying ground stations as high as possible [88]. In practice,
we found that for signals from satellites, there is little difference
in receiving data across floors when near a window as long as
the antennas are high enough to avoid interference from ground
reflections (i.e. a wavelength). In Fig. 8, we show SNR across time
for three different floors with the same antenna configuration. We
observe that the second and third floors behave similarly well,
but interference from ground reflection results in the first floor
performing relatively poorly.
Multipath: Multipath complicates the ideal placement of ground
stations in an environment-specific way. Unlike the aforementioned
considerations, devising universal placement advice that accounts
for multipath in a new environment is challenging. We believe that
a data-driven approach to placement guidance that accounts for
multipath is possible, when Quasar is deployed at a truly dense and
global scale. We leave this for future work.

7

COHERENT COMBINING

Upon deploying the receivers (following the guidance in Sec. 6)
and synchronizing different receivers at the cloud (Section 5), in
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this section, we describe how Quasar coherently combines received
satellite signals. After synchronization, the signals no longer have
any hardware specific offsets and are phase coherent. With this,
our main objective is to combine weak signals from tiny receivers
into high-quality received signals. We set out the exact formulation
that we use for coherently combining such signals in Sec. 7.1 as
well as the associated system design challenges in Sec. 7.2.

7.1

Coherent Combining Algorithm

Consider 𝑁 receivers receiving a signal 𝑥 and each with a different
channel ℎ𝑠→𝑖 . Intuitively, it suffices to simply time, frequency and
phase synchronize each satellite receiver to any single common
one. Let us assume that ground station 𝑘 is this common receiver
to create the illusion that the entire network of ground stations is
connected to receiver 𝑘’s clock. Following the operations described
in Sec. 5.2 on ℎ𝑠→𝑖 𝑥, we get ℎ𝑖𝑘 𝑥. With this, we have synchronized
the 𝑖 th receiver to 𝑘. After synchronizing each stream, we perform
maximal ratio coherent combining [27] as follows.
𝑥 combined =

𝑁
Õ

ℎ*𝑖𝑘 ℎ𝑖𝑘 𝑥

(6)

𝑖=1

(.)* denotes complex conjugate. In order to perform this, we need to
estimate the channels ℎ𝑖𝑘 after synchronization. This is done using
a one tap equalizer and estimating this over the preamble portion
of 𝑥. When ℎ𝑖𝑘 is estimated accurately, each receiver’s signal adds
in phase and noise adds up incoherently, thus providing gain in
SNR compared to a single receiver. This gain is termed as diversity
gain.
It is important to note that irrespective of which synchronization
approach is used, the algorithm for coherent combining resembles
Equation 6. Specifically, in the case of synchronizing each receiver
to the transmitted satellite signal (according to Sec. 5.3), ℎ𝑠→𝑖 𝑥 now
becomes, ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 𝑥. Once again, ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 , is estimated for each receiver
Í𝑁 ˆ
separately and we combine them as 𝑖=1
ℎ*𝑠→𝑖 ℎˆ𝑠→𝑖 𝑥.

7.2

System Design

From a design perspective, obtaining a strong combined signal
through a cloud architecture for coherent combining presents interesting tradeoffs. This is because in theory, the quality of the result of
coherent combining will always improve as more and more streams
are provided from receivers. But from a systems point of view, we
note that there could be several reasons why it may be unnecessary
to send raw I/Q streams to the cloud all the time. (1) Because LEO
satellites are visible at any point on the Earth for only short periods
of time during the day, signals received by a particular receiver is
irrelevant for most of the day, except when the satellite is overhead. (2) As explained in Sec. 6, not all receivers have good signal
to noise ratio for each pass of the satellite. On the other hand, in
certain deployments, there may be too many good receivers. In both
these cases, sending raw I/Q streams from all receivers is also not
necessary and at some point results in diminishing returns.
Based on these observations, our solution in tackling these scenarios is to design the system such that the cloud is a central authority in deciding when and which receivers to combine and therefore,
save vital upstream bandwidth at the distributed ground stations.
We propose the receiver-cloud architecture encompassing the following features:

Figure 9: A screenshot of Quasar’s web portal (all designs,
code will be made open source). Quasar seeks to create an
active community towards democratizing access to satellite
reception.

Location aware satellite reception: LEO satellites pass over a
location only for a small amount of time over the course of a day.
This is precisely why receivers don’t need to listen always. In our
system, receivers make use of satellite trajectory model predictors
(such as SGP4) to identify at what times different satellites pass
overhead at its specific location. With this information, receivers
turn on their radios only for this estimated duration. In the event
of multiple satellite passes occurring over an overlapping time
interval, users can decide which satellite to listen to. In this way,
each receiver independently decides when to listen to a satellite and
record I/Q samples. Given a sufficient population of radio receivers
and common interest in listening to a particular satellite, this will
result is successful recovery of data using coherent combination
for each satellite.
Report recording statistics to cloud: Upon completing the recording, each receiver computes basic statistics such as Average SNR
and Peak SNR. It then reports them to the cloud along with the
initial recording time stamp at which satellite’s signal was recorded
and the center frequency that was locked to listen to it. The cloud
receives these and performs an analysis to decide which receivers
to combine (which we detail, next). Meanwhile, in case the receiver
is expecting another satellite pass overhead, it pushes the recorded
data into a circular buffer and proceeds with the new recording.
Cloud decides which streams to combine: The greater the number of streams coherently combined, the greater is the signal strength
that is boosted. On one hand, combining as many signals as possible when the average SNR reported by many satellite receivers are
poor makes intuitive sense. But on the other hand, combining fewer
signals makes sense if each of them have very high average SNR.
The quantity that drives the choice between the aggregate all and
aggregate what you need strategies hard is the uplink bandwidth
cost. To choose a suitable operating point along the bandwidth
consumed vs. SNR gained curve, the cloud considers the satellite’s
data payload (image, voice, ...) and decides on an acceptable SNR
(SNR-Desired) for the coherently combined signal that gives a good
quality of decoded data. It then computes the maximum theoretical
SNR that can be achieved by coherently combining different sets of
receiver streams. If none of them are at least as high as SNR-Desired,
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Figure 11: Ground truth antenna
installed on rooftop

the cloud decides to throttle down SNR-Desired and repeat the process until at least one set of receiver streams matches SNR-Desired.
If more than one of the sets exceed SNR-Desired, cloud decides to
select the set with least cardinality, that is, minimum number of receiver streams. While our current implementation makes the choice
based on cardinality, given that upstream capacity across Quasar’s
deployment locations are relatively similar, one could alternatively
factor in other elements such as the user’s available bandwidth,
fairness considerations and user-set upload limits. Once the set
of streams to aggregate is decided, the cloud instructs receivers
to upload the recorded data corresponding to the timestamp of
interest. Once the relevant data is uploaded to the cloud, initial
preprocessing is done to ensure every data point corresponds to the
same sampling rate (users can choose sampling rate depending on
their hardware constraints and report the rate during cloud upload).
If different sampling rates are used, the signal is resampled in software to bring each of them to the same rate, a step that works only if
the original sampling rate is more than the bandwidth of the signal.
After this pre-processing step, packet preamble is used to detect
the beginning of the data in each signal followed by offset removal
and combination as described in Sections 5 and 7.1 respectively.
Channel state fluctuations during data exchange period: We
note that signal reception at each of the ground stations happens at
the same time and the channel is estimated from these signals on a
per packet basis before coherent combination using the preamble.
The channel fluctuations during the cloud upload process is irrelevant for coherent combination since we estimate the channels for
the period when the satellite is transmitting and not for the period
when the data is uploaded to the cloud.
Open-Source Framework and Portal: One of the main thrusts of
Quasar is to create a vibrant community to democratize the access
to satellite receptions. To this end, we open source our hardware
designs and code, including a web portal (see Figure 9) which represents the front end of different operations happening behind the
screen. Users can create their account and upload multiple satellite
data to the portal. Placement guidance discussed in Sec. 6 helps
them choose an appropriate location for receiver placement. Once
chosen, users add global coordinates of the receiver and meta tags
describing this the date,time, SNR metrics and sampling rate of
each reception. Based on the cloud’s instructions, selected data is
uploaded to the backend, where receivers’ data is coherently combined following operations in Sections 5 and 7.1. Users can view
the coherently combined data by clicking on the processed data

Figure 12: Testbed: red dots are
buildings with receivers

tab. To demonstrate the usefulness of coherent combining, we also
display the raw data received from individual receivers.

8

IMPLEMENTATION

In order to allow more and more people to record and contribute
signals for Quasar’s design to work, we seek to reduce the cost and
effort of deployment by using cheap and small form-factor hardware
that can be deployed from anywhere (indoors or outdoors). Below
we describe Quasar’s hardware and software implementation.
Quasar Hardware: Quasar’s receiver hardware is composed of a
computer, a software defined radio (SDR) and an antenna. We use
the Laird Technologies EXS136SMI Tuf Duck and ICOM FAS24V
half wave helical antennas. These antennas offer unity gain with
toroidal radiation pattern and vertical polarization which makes
it suitable for land radio in the VHF band. Both the antennas are
rated to operate between 136 MHz and 150 MHz and designed
to be used with handheld VHF radio receivers like ICOM F50,etc.
While primarily designed for VHF terrestrial and amateur radio,
the band of operation makes it suitable for satellite signal reception
in the VHF band, particularly the US NOAA and Russian METEOR
weather satellites transmitting at around 137 MHz. Any other VHF
radio antenna operating in the frequency band of interest would
be compatible with Quasar’s design as long as it can be interfaced
with the SDR receiver RF port. At the SDR front, we use the popular
low cost RTL-SDR dongle R820T2 RTL2832U offered by RTL-SDR
blog. The ease of use of the plug-and-play dongle made it a natural
choice which can be affordably scaled for a large scale distributed
receiver system. The total bill of materials for our RF-frontend is
$38. The final part of the receiver chain is the computer which can
be as simple as a Raspberry Pi system with USB port that can be
ssh-ed into remotely or a laptop with an internet connection, to
stream the received signal to the cloud.
Quasar Software: At the software front of the receiver, we use RTLSDR software installed on the computer connected to the dongle to
configure the receiver parameters. In order to aid visualization for
the users, we also use GQRX software to view the real time waterfall
of the received signal from the RTL-SDR. An important point to note
is that we disable the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) setting in RTLSDR receivers used in our system and operate at the lowest gain
setting to prevent the degradation of the low power satellite signal
in the presence of high power signal of opportunity. The option
to disable the AGC is present both in GQRX as well as through a
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Linux terminal command. The collected data is then streamed to
the cloud over internet connection for further processing involving
synchronization followed by coherent combination. We use Matlab
and Python for Digital Signal Processing at the backend as well
as generating visual results like waterfall and satellite data for the
web portal front end.
Testbed: We evaluate Quasar on Carnegie Mellon University campus as well as a city scale testbed in Pittsburgh, where the receivers
were distributed among eight locations to receive signals in urban
and suburban neighborhoods. For the outdoor experiments, users
were asked to collect data from rooftops of buildings while for the
indoor experiments, users were asked to collect data from within
their homes and other indoor locations in the university campus.
The distribution of candidate receiver locations are shown in Fig.12.
In order to verify the performance of our system, we install UC1374-531R quadrifilar helix antenna [9] (see fig.11) connected to
LNAU-0137-648 low noise amplifier and USRP N210 SDR to collect
the ground truth signal.
Regulations: No special permits or licenses are needed to receive
signals from Amateur radio frequency bands. We only focus our attention on satellites whose transmission characteristics are publicly
available. This is true for most of the satellites transmitting in the
Amateur radio bands including the NOAA weather satellites used
for evaluation. For satellite reception and decoding in Quasar, the
signal characteristics like preamble, modulation, frequency, bandwidth, reception time for both satellite and signal of opportunity
are needed. In addition, for Doppler correction TLE files containing
orbital parameters are needed to be given as input to the SGP4
model. All the above mentioned information is publicly available
as mentioned in Section 5.

9

RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our systems across
various microbenchmarks and system parameters. For all parts of
the evaluation, we tune our receivers to receive signals from NOAA
15, NOAA 18, NOAA 19 and METEOR M2 low earth orbit satellites
with one of their transmitters transmitting at 137-138 MHz. NOAA
satellites are operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, an American weather and scientific agency. They
transmit frequency modulated AM data over a bandwidth of 34
kHz in the VHF band in Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) [65]
format. The payload of the signal contains periodic snapshots of
the region taken by the satellite as it moves overhead. METEOR
M2 is a Russian LEO satellite transmitting similar earth images in
the 137.100 MHz over a bandwidth of 120 KHz in Low Rate Picture
Transmission(LRPT) [81] format. While our evaluation is limited
to the VHF band, we believe that the techniques readily extend to
other frequency bands with minor change in hardware (the receiver
antenna). While signals of opportunity in these bands might not
always be available, we use an external transmitter to emulate
a signal of opportunity for the purpose of evaluation. These are
narrowband (50 kHz) FM modulated signals generated in a band
atleast 200 kHz adjacent to the satellite frequency. FM modulation is
chosen to emulate the transmission characteristics of most amateur
radio towers [47]. The transmit power is limited to 30 dBm because
of limitations of the hardware used.

Figure 13: SNR gain with and without synchronization for 2
groundstations

9.1

Microbenchmarks

Synchronization: In order to perform coherent combination, we
need to make sure that the channels of individual ground stations
are offset free as discussed in Section 5. To characterize the performance of synchronization, we use two co-located receivers deployed on the rooftop of an academic campus building, tuned to
the same frequency listening to NOAA weather satellite signals.
We then measure the gain in SNR upon coherently combining the
signals from the 2 receivers across packets with and without performing synchronization.
Fig.13 shows the CDF of SNR gain achieved for the 2 co-located
receivers compared to a single receiver. We can see that for the
case where coherent combination was done after synchronization
of the receivers, the average gain achieved is 2.8 dB. Also plotted is the gain achieved when coherent combination is attempted
without prior synchronization. We can see that the synchronized
reception achieves 1.8 dB more gain on an average compared to
the case without synchronization, showing the importance of the
synchronization component.
SNR gain vs Bandwidth tradeoff: While coherent combination
from multiple receivers boosts the signal power ensuring correct
reception, not all the signals received from every receiver may be
needed to achieve the desired gain as described in 7.2. We receive
signals using 8 spatially distributed ground stations in both indoor
and outdoor locations on an academic campus building and perform
coherent combining opportunistically – We use the best channel
with maximum absolute power coefficient as the baseline and coherently combine signals from channels in the decreasing order of
channel powers for both indoor and outdoor locations.
Fig. 19 shows the SNR gain compared to the best receiver. While
the diversity gain increases initially, it starts to saturate as more and
more weaker channels are used to coherently combine and regenerate the signal. It can be seen that the gains begin to marginalize
as weaker channels are used, so much so that one pays more for
uplink bandwidth resources in exchange for negligible incremental
gains. For achieving the same SNR gain with respect to the best
channel, we can save 33.33% of uplink bandwidth and 50 % of uplink
bandwidth can be saved by taking a 1 dB hit in SNR gain.

9.2

Diversity Gain metrics

Diversity Gain: In order to characterize the average diversity gain
for Quasar, we deploy 8 ground stations at different indoor and
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Figure 15: SNR gain across different
satellites

outdoor locations in our city scale test bed shown in Fig. 12 and
to receive signals from the aforementioned satellites and perform
coherent combining at the cloud. In order to perform a fair analysis
of the diversity gain, we use the average channel power of all
ground stations as the baseline for calculating the diversity gain as
the number of ground stations are increased.
Fig.14 plots the average diversity gain of Quasar in both indoor
and outdoor scenarios. We can see that gain follows a logarithmic
trend as the number of ground stations are increased and achieves
an average gain of 8.1 dB for 8 ground stations. The gain in indoor
scenario closely follows the gain achieved when ground stations
are deployed outdoors, showing that Quasar’s coherent combining
works equally well both indoors and outdoors. Note that diversity
gain for 2 receiver case is different from that in Fig.13 because the
baseline SNRs for single receiver in these two cases are different.
Effect of satellite diversity: Satellite signals are dependent on the
orbital parameters of the individual satellite – path loss is dependent
on the distance between satellite and the receiver, Doppler offset
is dependent on the satellite’s velocity, etc. In this subsection, we
try to characterize what effects satellite trajectories have on the
coherent combination gain. NOAA 15, NOAA 18, NOAA 19 and
METEOR M2 orbit the earth at an orbital altitude of 813 km, 856 km,
850 km and 825 km respectively and follow sun-synchronous polar
orbits completing one rotation in about 100 minutes. We calculate
the average SNR gain achieved for a fixed number of 6 ground
stations deployed both indoors and outdoors with respect to the
baseline SNR calculated in above paragraph by averaging across
all base stations for different satellite passes. Fig.15 shows all the
satellites performing equally well in terms of SNR gain both indoors
and outdoors, which shows that Quasar’s gains are not significantly
impacted by changes in orbital parameters.
Effect of satellite trajectory: Another aspect of the LEO satellite
reception is the amount of visibility of the satellite from a particular
region on earth. Not all passes of LEO satellite over a particular
region are ideal – i.e. right overhead at the zenith at the 90 degrees
elevation angle. If during a particular pass, the elevation angle
available to the user is small, there is a high likelihood that the
signal from the satellite will not be received correctly. There are two
reasons for this: (1) signals are more likely to be attenuated by taller
structures around the receiver (this is why traditional approach
is to install receivers on rooftops or at an elevated place), and (2)

Figure 16: SNR gain at different
maximum elevation angles

signals travel much larger distance from the satellite to the receiver
at lower elevation angles compared to higher elevation angles.
To characterize the effect of elevation angle on Quasar, we collect
signals across multiple passes covering a wide range of elevation angles. We categorize the maximum elevation angle during a satellite
pass into 3 groups: poor (maximum elevation<45 degree), moderate
(45 degrees <maximum elevation<70 degrees) and good (maximum
elevation > 70 degrees). Fig.16 shows the variation of SNR gain with
respect to the average baseline for 6 ground stations across the 3
groups of elevation angles. We can see that poor elevation angle
offers lower gain and the gulf between indoors and outdoors is also
higher. This is due to the further attenuation of the already weak
signal from walls and other obstructions. As expected, the SNR gain
improves from poor to moderate to good passes as elevation angle
increases.

9.3

Data Recovery metrics

While diversity gain of a multi antenna system provides good insights into the performance, we should also carefully examine if the
gain achieved is good enough for data recovery. This is important
since the received signal might still not be recoverable despite the
diversity gain produced by coherent combination. Since the data
transmitted by the LEO weather satellites are low resolution images
of portions of earth, we use Structural Similarity Index Measure
(SSIM) [93] and Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) [41] metrics
below to quantify image quality of recovered image to check if
Quasar is capable of recovering the desired data. We calculate these
metrics using the image generated by ground truth Weather antenna deployed on the academic campus building roof as described
in Sec. 8.
SSIM Variation: SSIM is an image quality metric that perceives
structural degradation between a test image and a reference image
by taking into account factors like luminance, contrast and structure.
It is an absolute metric with values close to 1 indicating good image
quality. To see the variation of SSIM as we increase the number of
ground stations (and hence expect to improve quality), we generate
image after adding every additional receiver and measure its SSIM
metric with the ground truth image generated by rooftop weather
antenna. This metric is generated for different satellites and multiple
passes. Fig.17 shows improvement in average SSIM from 0.52 to
0.85 outdoors and 0.35 to 0.74 indoors from single ground station
to 8 ground stations.
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Figure 17: SSIM variation with
increasing number of groundstations

Figure 18: PSNR improvement with
increasing number of groundstations

Figure 20: NOAA 18 image with one receiver (i.e. baseline)
vs. Quasar with 4 and 8 receivers (left to right)
PSNR Variation: PSNR is another metric used to compare images
– it measures the mean squared error (MSE) in test image from the
reference image and reports the inverse of MSE as PSNR in dB.
We calculate the average PSNR for increasing number of ground
stations in a similar fashion to SSIM described in the above paragraph. Fig.18 shows an average 5 dB improvement in PSNR from
one ground station to 8 ground stations. While our approach may
not exactly match the reference image, we must keep in mind that
these metrics are defined for computer vision and image reconstruction fields which have much more stringent requirements compared
to wireless communication performance. We also present in Fig.20,
how the recovered image evolves as more and more receivers are
added in coherent combining. We believe further improvements in
image quality are possible with better image coding available in
other LEO satellites.
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DISCUSSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

While our discussion thus far focuses on enabling Quasar using
synchronization and coherent combining techniques for broadcast
data, in this section we comment on the applicability to other types
of data as well as touch upon some of limitations of our system.
Number of receivers and amount of data needed: An important question that arises is how many receivers are needed to get
the same performance as a single big base station. The number of
receivers needed depends on the gain of the single big antenna, the
intermediate hardware filters used and the ADC resolution of the
SDR used. Typically, the difference in gain between a big high gain
directional yagi antenna and the small vertically polarized duck
antenna used in this paper is of the order of 10-12 dB. From our
evaluation in Section 9, we can see that the SNR gains scale almost

Figure 19: SNR gain - Bandwidth
tradeoff

logarithmically with the number of receivers for 8 antennas. Extrapolating from that, we expect the number of receivers required
will be of the order of 15-20 to achieve similar performance to a
single big receiver. The amount of data needed scales linearly with
the number of receivers. However, when it comes to the burden on
the individual user, the amount of data that needs to be collected at
the user end is the same as that in case of a big powerful receiver.
Applicability to Unicast satellite transmissions: In its current
form, Quasar is applicable for broadcast data. However, the techniques are applicable to unicast data reception by using multiple
colocated antennas - similar to the phased array dish antenna used
by SpaceX’s starlink internet receivers. Whether one would use multiple small antennas or a big antenna depends on multiple factorsspace and ease of installation, cost, etc. We qualitatively motivate
Quasar with ease of deployment and use, however, a quantitative
comparison is beyond the scope of this work.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents Quasar, a community-driven network of inexpensive satellite ground stations that together enable low-cost
and effective communication infrastructure for Low Earth Orbit
satellites. Quasar uses coherent combining to phase coherently add
together signals received across receivers to boost signal to noise
ratio. As a result, Quasar supports inexpensive receivers that can
be deployed indoors or outdoors without significant installation
expense.
In the future, we plan to grow Quasar as a community resource
and expand the scope and scale of the Quasar testbed. We believe a
future global Quasar testbed will prove as a valuable resource in
providing useful signal quality data on satellite communication –
crucial to the development of future space-based communications
infrastructure. We believe the availability of distributed I/Q samples
over a large geographical deployments can also open up opportunities for wireless atmospheric and geo-sensing leveraging existing
satellite signals.
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